THE MISTAKEN VICTIM

Robert Carson

“Cheating in college football is a tradition as old as the sport itself. In fact, it’s hard to imagine one without the other. Scandal is almost as much a part of the sport’s culture as tailgating and fight songs.”

The same goes for college basketball, if sports agents, grassroots basketball and apparel companies are combined. The NCAA has historically bereaved just compensation from those most creditable for its success: the players. In today’s world of unprecedented TV contracts, college athletics is a multi-billion dollar industry. Eighty-six percent of student-athletes live below the federal poverty line, yet, in the eyes of the NCAA, the players are worth only the insignificant price of a scholarship.

The current NCAA composition breeds the commercial exploitation of its athletes. Students who participate in major college sports such as football and basketball dedicate over 80 hours per week to training and competition in their sport. Athletes who unfortunately lack sustainable financial means are not afforded the opportunity to seek alternative income such as a
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part-time job. This arrangement leaves kids with two options: live in poverty while those in their periphery gain wealth as a direct result of the students’ athletic ability, or accept money under the table from those willing to circumvent NCAA rules. The scandal that has consumed the college basketball world over the past eighteen months is a story about future NBA players, sports agents, apparel company executives, and their system of righting this wrong.

According to the FBI’s investigation, Jim Gatto, Chris Dawkins, and Munish Sood, along with others, conspired to funnel cash payments to elite high school basketball players in an attempt to influence them to sign and play for universities sponsored by Adidas. The overall purpose of the conspiracy was to compensate elite players in exchange for their promise to retain Chris Dawkins and Munish Sood as professional counsel upon entering the National Basketball Association (NBA), who would then, in turn, attempt to persuade the athletes to sign apparel sponsorship contracts with Adidas. The prosecution’s theory is this behavior constituted criminal fraud. Specifically, the result of the payment scheme caused universities to provide athletic scholarships to players who were ineligible to compete per NCAA rules, and which, if revealed, would have exposed the universities to substantial economic harm at the hands of NCAA sanctions. The premise of the prosecution’s case portrays the universities as victims.

The intention of this paper is to dispute the prosecution’s criminal theory with the application of sound, logical reasoning and perspective. Section I of this paper addresses the question of
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whether these universities honestly satisfy the definition of “victim” as a result of the conspiracy. Section II inquires into the potential problems of affording legal weight to NCAA bylaws. Section III challenges the Justice Department on their decades-long delay of enforcing this type of behavior in college athletic recruiting. Section IV brings to light the NCAA’s true motive behind its regulation of college sports. Lastly, Section V keys in on just a few of the many problems of the NCAA’s governing structure in need of reformation in light of the current climate of college athletics.

I. ARE THE UNIVERSITIES TRULY VICTIMS?

Throughout its pontification of college basketball’s black-market underworld, federal prosecutors have failed to show how these sports agents and apparel company executives benefitted at the universities’ expense. While their overall objective was to compensate the players in exchange for a simple promise to retain their professional consulting services, the agents profited in no way unless the player upheld his end of the bargain. For instance, documents seized from the office of Chris Dawkins’ former agency revealed former North Carolina State basketball star Dennis Smith was paid roughly $117,000 through a series of payments. Despite the generous contribution, Dennis declined to sign with Dawkins after leaving school and instead signed an endorsement contract with Under Armour.

According to the details of the operation, the agents clearly never intended to injure the universities. If anything, this recruiting system directly and immediately benefitted everyone involved but the agents. That includes the universities, the
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players, and the NCAA through March Madness TV revenue.\textsuperscript{17} In the event these agents realized any profit at all, it would occur long after the player had left campus.

If the intent of preventing criminal activity is to serve and protect the greater public good, then what public harm is the Justice Department attempting to prevent?\textsuperscript{18} Considering the schools involved in the FBI’s investigation have yet to be punished by the NCAA, what damages have the universities suffered? If the “harm” the prosecution alleges came in the form of additional wins, excess TV exposure, escalated ticket sales, increased student applications, and enhanced alumni donations, then this case is a lock for the U.S. Attorney. In the era of one-and-done basketball in the NCAA, blue-chip athletes are a coveted commodity. Not only do these stars cultivate a healthy win column, their mere presence on campus snowballs their program into a money-making machine.

By way of example, consider the revenue generated by one of college basketball’s most adored blue-blood programs, the University of Kentucky, who consistently dresses out future NBA first round draft picks.\textsuperscript{19} The 2012 national champion Kentucky Wildcats generated approximately $20.8 million in revenue.\textsuperscript{20} Kentucky’s national title, along with its mountain of cash, came about to the tune of four first-round draft picks.\textsuperscript{21} Most notably Anthony Davis and Michael Kidd-Gilchrist\textsuperscript{22}, the first and second overall picks.\textsuperscript{23}
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Revenue generated by Kentucky’s basketball program continues to grow with each passing season. The Wildcat’s 2016-2017 squad raked in approximately $28 million in revenue. That team, led by AAU standouts De’Aaron Fox and Malik Monk, also made a deep tournament run until it lost to North Carolina in the Elite Eight. Choosing to forfeit their remaining three years of NCAA eligibility, Fox and Monk declared for the NBA draft shortly afterward. As what has become custom among Big Blue nation, they too were first round draft picks.

History has clearly revealed how success in athletics triggers not only a substantial escalation in revenue but will improve the overall quality of a university’s campus. The most direct evidence of such is displayed by the effect Nick Saban has had on the University of Alabama. Athletic department revenue has nearly
doubled since his arrival in 2007.\textsuperscript{30} Thanks to Alabama’s amplified national exposure under Saban’s tenure, out-of-state student level increases have resulted in a 126\% increase in overall tuition revenue, and alumni donations have reached its highest levels ever totaling $600 million and counting.\textsuperscript{31} The recent spike in student applications has allowed Alabama’s admissions office to choose more quality caliber students.\textsuperscript{32} A consequence of Alabama’s higher standard for admissions is its 241 National Merit Scholars, the most of any other public university.\textsuperscript{33}

The vital point of this illustration is that Nick Saban was not dressed out to play in any of his six national titles. He did not throw a single pass, rush for a single yard, or kick a single field goal. His success, and ultimately the University of Alabama’s success, rested on the backs of his nine top-five ranked recruiting classes.\textsuperscript{34}

In short, federal prosecutors have set forth insufficient evidence to plausibly show how the defendant agents and apparel company executives benefitted, or intended to benefit, at the universities’ peril. Their conduct simply persuaded high-caliber athletes with whom to sign their letters of intent. Universities blessed with the opportunity to have such program-changing athletes model their school colors to a nation-wide audience cannot accurately be portrayed as “victims.”

II. SHOULD EVADING A PRIVATE ORGANIZATION’S BYLAWS BE ILLEGAL?

A formal description of the NCAA is it is a voluntary organization made up of its member academic institutions, and its purpose is to implement and enforce its athletically focused
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bylaws and regulations.\textsuperscript{35} In other words, the NCAA is merely a “club,” which decided it wanted some club rules.

The club’s official rulebook establishing its governing bylaws is published annually, and included among these bylaws are rules and regulations concerning the recruitment of athletes, along with promulgating its commitment to the principle of amateurism.\textsuperscript{36} Specifically, NCAA bylaws prohibit recruits, current student athletes, and their families from accepting anything of value from agents or financial advisors.\textsuperscript{37} According to the NCAA, an “agent” is “any individual who, directly or indirectly...seeks to obtain any type of financial gain or benefit from securing a prospective student-athlete’s enrollment at an educational institution or from a student-athlete’s potential earnings as a professional athlete.”\textsuperscript{38}

Through its indictment, the prosecution has effectively criminalized circumventing NCAA rules and regulations. \textsuperscript{39} Embedded within the government’s criminal theory is the idea these universities were defrauded when they allocated financial aid to student-athletes who were ineligible according to NCAA bylaws.\textsuperscript{40} Specifically, the federal government allocated funds to these universities who then theoretically used a portion of those funds to finance athletic scholarships to ineligible student-athletes.\textsuperscript{41} In effect, the government would have an indirect, quasi-stake in the harm if any economic punishment were handed down to these institutions for breaking club rules.\textsuperscript{42} Although the prosecution’s argument is compelling, it cannot be ignored the Supreme Court’s holding that an institution’s choice to adopt NCAA bylaws does not “transform” them into law.\textsuperscript{43} On that basis,
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why here should the NCAA’s rules and regulations be afforded the guardianship of the U.S. Justice Department?

Furthermore, how can these sports agents be prosecuted for circumventing bylaws of a private organization of which they were not members? Granting legal teeth to rules drafted by members of a voluntary, private association may breed potentially adverse consequences. By way of example, consider the recent displays of protest that has engulfed the National Football League (NFL). In opposition to police brutality and racial inequality, NFL players have been kneeling as opposed to standing while the national anthem plays prior to games. Suppose the NFL implemented a league wide rule that players were prohibited from kneeling for the national anthem, and any player who does will be subject to punishment from the league office. Likewise, any team that allows this behavior to occur will also be risking sanction from the NFL.

Moreover, what if behind the scenes a political activists group influenced various players to kneel in protest despite the newly founded rule? If the sanctions handed down by the NFL generated any economic harm to the penalized teams, have these protests subjected the acting parties to criminal liability? Even though these political activists are not subject to NFL bylaws, are they criminals for influencing players who are under the NFL’s jurisdiction to circumvent league rules? According to the prosecution’s case against Jim Gatto and Chris Dawkins, the answer is yes. As a society we must ask ourselves, is this the standard we are willing to set?

III. WHY HAS THE FBI CHOSEN TO ENFORCE THIS BEHAVIOR NOW?

It is a secret to no one that for decades boosters and agents have used what the NCAA calls “impermissible benefits” to persuade talented high school athletes of where to attend college. Not only is this fact well known among those associated with the
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college athletics underworld, such behavior has been thoroughly documented by the NCAA through its droves of infractions cases.\textsuperscript{47} Three of the more famous infractions cases involved the football programs of Southern Methodist University (SMU), University of Southern California (USC), and the University of Miami (“Miami”).\textsuperscript{48} In each case the NCAA found that either boosters or agents had compensated star players for these programs in numerous ways including money, cars, and homes.\textsuperscript{49} As a result, the NCAA charged each school with “lack of institutional control,” and handed down sizeable penalties in the form of scholarship loss along with a ban from postseason play.\textsuperscript{50} Penalties of this magnitude can foist substantial economic harm upon a university. If the postseason ban includes forfeiting the university’s share of postseason conference revenue, the cost could be millions of dollars.\textsuperscript{51}

In light of the before mentioned misconduct, why did the FBI refrain from imposing its role as the watchdog of justice? With SMU, USC, and Miami, it appears that criminal fraud was present just as it’s portrayed in the current NCAA basketball scandal.\textsuperscript{52} In each case the booster or agent’s conduct caused the university to agree to issue athletic scholarships to players who were ineligible to compete per NCAA rules.\textsuperscript{53} As a result, their behavior deprived the university of its right to decide how to
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allocate its athletic scholarships. Unlike the current situation, concrete, economic harm to the universities had actually materialized. Of all the universities named in the indictment, not one has been reprimanded by the NCAA.

An interesting element of the NCAA’s enforcement procedures is its definition for “lack of institutional control.” The NCAA Constitution states that member institutions are responsible for the compliance of its athletic department staff, student-athletes, and any other individuals or organizations “representing the institution’s athletics interest.” Institutional responsibility encompasses the oversight of apparel corporate entity conduct. The trigger point for this responsibility is when any member of the institution’s executive or athletic department’s staff knew or should have known such an individual or organization was assisting in the recruitment of an athlete or otherwise was “involved in promoting the institution’s athletics interest.” Given that most top-tier universities have enormous collegiate sponsorship contracts with Adidas, Nike, and the like, coupled with the indictment’s allegation that coaches arranged these impermissible payments, the above-mentioned standard is undoubtedly satisfied.

Placing the burden on the university to prevent improper recruiting tactics is the fundamental pillar of NCAA enforcement. And when the NCAA finds the university has failed to do so, the wrath is unleashed on its athletic program. Being that NCAA policies and bylaws are the bedrock of the prosecution’s criminal theory, the NCAA’s stance that universities possess
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comprehensive responsibility for the actions both inside and outside its athletic department is in stark contrast with the prosecution’s premise that these universities are the victims.

IV. WILLFUL BLINDNESS SHOULD NOT BE REWARDED.

While the FBI was investigating Chris Dawkins and his fellow confidants, where was the NCAA? Any college sports fan knows the NCAA enforcement staff does not make a practice of letting rule violations go unpunished.  

Perhaps instead of deploying the guardians of amateurism to clean up college basketball, Mark Emmert was at home counting money.

The deceitful intermingling of apparel companies with college basketball recruiting was once the worst kept secret in college sports. As documented in ESPN's 30 for 30: Sole Man, shoe company finances have been pouring into college basketball programs since the 1970's.

Sonny Vaccaro, the “God Father of Basketball Sneaker Culture,” organized the first Dapper Dan Roundball Classic in 1965. This nationwide, all-star basketball game for high school players eventually led to what is known today as grassroots basketball, which has served as the incubator for underground, black-market recruiting. Whether it has been displayed through
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published journalism, an ESPN short film, or a top player’s eyebrow-raising choice of school, the comprehensive proof of shady recruiting in college basketball has been broadcasted for decades.\textsuperscript{64}

Despite its quest to impede commercial exploitation in college athletics, the NCAA’s blueprint for doing so, in turn, gave birth to the current pay-for-play culture.\textsuperscript{65} To demonstrate, consider the cash mammoth that is college sports. Intercollegiate athletics generates approximately $11 billion per year.\textsuperscript{66} The 2018 NCAA basketball tournament alone pocketed $875 million, and is estimated to generate more than $1 billion annually in years to come.\textsuperscript{67} Further, economists value the current basketball sneaker market at approximately $950 million per year.\textsuperscript{68}
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When an industry reaps more than a billion dollars per year, and the primary components of the product are not adequately compensated, the natural outcome is the formation of a secondary, black-market.\textsuperscript{69} Elite basketball talents in this country are worth millions of dollars to everyone involved: the universities, coaches, agents, and apparel companies. Yet, with 86\% of college athletes living below the federal poverty line, the NCAA expects them to continue on as free advertising for the before mentioned powers that be.\textsuperscript{70}

In the spirit of institutional responsibility, its irrefutable the NCAA “should have known” of this beneath the surface recruiting system. Nevertheless, in order for Mark Emmert to craft a near $20 billion TV contract with Turner and CBS Sports,\textsuperscript{71} he needed to protect the product. The circumstantial evidence needed to justify opening an investigation into college basketball was low-hanging fruit for the NCAA, yet that stone was left unturned. “If your decisions reveal your priorities, the NCAA’s first priority is money.”\textsuperscript{72} This investigation perceives the NCAA as victims. Willful blindness should not be rewarded.

V. THE CURRENT NCAA STRUCTURE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH PRESENT-DAY COLLEGE ATHLETICS.

For any industry, change is both natural and inevitable. As evolution takes its course, those involved must decide to change with it. The inability to deviate will undoubtedly result in a disruption of the status quo. As the tide continues to shift in college athletics, those in power have become hesitant to adjust. Industry leaders should not tolerate the NCAA’s reluctance for change while the FBI taints its product on a national scale. If universities hope to sufficiently address the problems surrounding college sports today, they must acknowledge the flawed ways of the past and collectively set rules and regulations more appropriate for the current climate.
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Prior to 2006, high school basketball players were eligible to enter the NBA draft.\(^7\) Currently, the NBA requires players be at least one year removed from high school graduation before becoming draft-eligible.\(^7\) If the new NBA collective bargaining agreement opts to change back its draft eligibility criteria, the college game will have to appropriately adjust its rules as well. For instance, college basketball's recruiting guidelines should be aligned with those governing college baseball. High school baseball players drafted by a Major League Baseball (MLB) club are permitted to hire agents to assist them in negotiating a contract between the player and the team who they were drafted by.\(^7\) After the contract-negotiating phase has commenced, and in the event the player decides to forego playing professional baseball, his college baseball eligibility remains intact, and he is able participate in college athletics free of penalty.\(^7\) The same should be true for high school basketball recruits. Choosing whether to turn pro or go to college is a life-altering decision. Being that nearly all recruits are teenagers, and 86% of college athletes live below the federal poverty line, they are exactly the class of people who need professional guidance most.

In its quest to preserve the integrity of college sports, the NCAA has imposed the narrative that agents and apparel company executives are to blame for the exploitation of elite high school athletes. By uncovering the truth of college basketball's pay-for-play culture, Justice Department officials have aimed to grant that assertion legitimacy. Be not deceived, for the NCAA methodically and deliberately molded intercollegiate sports into the multibillion-dollar industry it is today.\(^7\) Moreover, while it's
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undeniable the current college basketball recruiting structure breeds exploitation of young athletes and their families, the root of such abusive conduct stems from the actions of those tasked with its oversight.

The antique notion of placing academics above athletics has gradually been suffocating. Millions of dollars trickle through Division I football stadiums and basketball arenas every year as universities have placed an unprecedented priority on enhancing their athletic departments’ artillery. As the volume of money in college sports continues to expand, the argument that players should be paid has become more and more compelling. To illustrate, the University of Alabama’s football program generated approximately $108 million during the 2016-2017 fiscal year. If NCAA rules permitted, the University of Alabama had enough money left over to pay every player on the team approximately $540,000. Likewise, if the University of North Carolina were forced to pay its basketball players 50% of the team’s revenue—as required in the NBA—then each scholarship player would have earned roughly $824,000 for winning the national championship in 2017. Instead, the NCAA precludes player compensation from exceeding that of a mere scholarship. Capping player compensation to such low figures yields a healthy cut of the winnings for the NCAA and its member athletic departments. The pie is too large for the players not to eat.

A remodeling of the college athletics landscape is certainly on the horizon. And when that day comes, those with a seat at the table must ask, “Is the NCAA necessary?” Is it efficient to have a
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governing body like the NCAA place so much red tape on an industry that is crying out for deregulation? Meaningful structure reform by the universities must take place in response to the oppressive behavior of the monster they helped create. Uprooting families and sending fathers and husbands to jail cannot, and should not, be the price for saving the good ole days of amateurism.